Heterogeneous content is an inherent problem for crosssystem search, recommendation and personalization. In this paper we investigate differences in topic coverage and the impact of topicstopics in different kinds of Web services. We use entity extraction and categorization to create 'fingerprints' that allow for meaningful comparison. As a basis taxonomy, we use the 23 main categories of Wikipedia Category Graph, which has been assembled over the years by the wisdom of the crowds. Following a proof of concept of our approach, we analyze differences in topic coverage and topic impact. The results show many differences between Web services like Twitter, Flickr and Delicious, which reflect users' behavior and the usage of each system. The paper concludes with a user study that demonstrates the benefits of fingerprints over traditional textual methods for recommendations of heterogeneous resources.
INTRODUCTION
When searching on the Web for a particular topic, many different kinds of resources can be found, varying from tweets or news items on this topic to movies that have this topic as a keyword. Which resources are found, depends on whether one uses a general-purpose search engine or a specific site such as Twitter 1 or IMDb 2 . As an example, a query on 'Farming' at Twitter may lead to tweets as 'Five reasons Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. why urban farming is the most important movement of our time', while IMDb suggests the 1957 BBC series 'Farming' and even the movie 'There Will Be Blood'.
User interests are as diverse as the topics covered in Web content. However, it is unlikely that a user who is interested in concrete topics such as sustainable farming methods also likes to watch fictional movies that happen to be situated in the countryside. This raises several issues for cross-system search, recommendation and personalization. For instance, besides regular Web content, Google 3 usually includes images and videos in the search results, which in many cases seems to be a shot in the dark. Still, it is likely that more general user interests, for example in sports or in culture, will be reflected in preferences for news items as well as books or movies. Conversely, some topics may be more represented in one ecosystem than in the other. For example, one would expect that 'Politics' is less prominent in Flickr 4 pictures than in Twitter messages.
In this paper, we investigate the differences in topic coverage in different kinds of Web sites. Furthermore, we investigate the impact of a topic on user appreciation: are movies on agriculture more or less popular than people who tweet on this topic? Our approach relies on the assumption that heterogeneous resources will have similar scores on the coverage of more general categories, such as agriculture, health and politics. Thus, we propose a method to generate fingerprints for objects that allow for meaningful comparisons between heterogeneous domains.
The most important characteristic of our fingerprint approach is that it has a limited, yet broad coverage of topics, based on Wikipedia 5 top categories that are maintained by the overall agreement of millions of contributors. Fingerprints provide users a sense making categorization that is digestible and manageable. While other approaches like clustering and LDA provide means for categorization and recommendation of items, they do not support the end user in understanding or configuring parameters.
Our proposed fingerprint is composed of a 23-sized vector that corresponds to the 23 main top categories of Wikipedia. Thus, for each category we assign a weight that represents its relevance for the given object. After all categories have been weighted, the fingerprint is created as a histogram, which characterizes a given object. Due to the collaborative nature of Wikipedia and the large use as a source of knowledge by the Web users, we have adopted its categories as our knowledge base. Wikipedia currently contains over 4 million articles that have manually been categorized: one article may belong to one or more categories, and categories to one or more parent categories. However, although we use Wikipedia, any other classification scheme could be used along with our method, for instance, ODP 6 , OpenCyc 7 or YAGO [19] .
The process for creating the fingerprints is divided into 3-step process chain: (a) entity extraction; (b) categorization and (c) profile aggregation. Briefly, for any given object, our technique first recognizes its entities. After that, the entity categories are extracted and finally aggregated (following a weighting rule), creating the objects' fingerprint.
We validate and demonstrate our proposed approach with a set of experiments and analyses: (i) We validate our fingerprinting approach by comparing it with manual categorization (Section 4), (ii) we expose differences in topic coverage between several online systems (Section 5), (iii) we show the influence of topics on resources' impact (Section 6), and finally, (iv) we perform a user study that shows how fingerprints improve recommendations for heterogeneous resources (Section 7).
The results show that the 23 main categories of Wikipedia provide a solid base for reasoning about differences in topic coverage between, for example, Twitter and IMDb. Furthermore, the analysis of topic impact shows interesting differences in user appreciation of resources related to topics such as politics, nature and law, as expressed by the number of followers in Twitter and movie ratings in IMDb. As shown by the results of the user study, this opens the way for automatically identifying the most promising sites for finding resources that are relevant, but not necessarily directly related, to a topic and to incorporate this in the search results.
RELATED WORK
Ontologies and categories are commonly used as domain models in the field of user modeling and recommender systems [4] . Corresponding user models are represented as overlays of the domain model, in which the values represent the user's knowledge of or interest in a concept. Knowledge or interest levels are usually estimated based on user actions, such as the content of visited pages or the keywords of user queries. Propagation techniques, such as spreading activation [18] , are used to ensure that evidence of interest in a particular concept also affects related concepts, such as its parents or children.
Wikipedia is a popular knowledge base for classification, categorization and even recommendations. Wikipedia is constantly refined by contributors and each article is assigned to a number of categories which are hierarchically organized, creating an implicit ontology [21] . In fact, numerous previous works leverage the use of Wikipedia categories. For example, Köhncke and Balke [11] exploit Wikipedia categories in order to generate useful descriptions for chemical documents. In their work, they identify chemical entities in documents and extract the categories of these entities. The resulting categories, combined with a tailored ontology, provided chemical documents with a better description (tagclouds) than terms from a domain-specific ontology. The main difference from our work is that they deal with a very specific domain, and, they are not interested in co-relating objects with other fields. Thus, they only use the direct categories assigned to the entities, not exploring the category graph.
Chen et al. [5] exploit Wikipedia categories to improve Web video categorization. Their approach relies on identifying Wikipedia concepts in videos and exploiting the associated concepts' categories. Their outcomes describe a small improvement in the categorization task, however, in their work, Wikipedia concepts are manually identified from titles and tags of videos, and they manually performed a syntactical analysis to discriminate classes of concepts.
Blognoon [7] is a semantic blog search engine that leverages topic exploration and navigation. Blognoon provides faceted navigation for blog posts based on Wikipedia concepts. The main idea of the authors is to relate blog posts by the means of common concepts and, to some extent improve the exploration and serendipity in the blogosphere. Their work aligns with our goals of generating implicit relation between objects (in their case blog posts) by exploiting Wikipedia concepts. Unfortunately, the authors do not expose any evaluation. They claim that their query suggestion method, which is based on Wikipedia popularity, is more effective than alphabetical order. However, Wikipedia popularity of articles has been proven to be an ineffective foundation for recommendation [9] . Moreover, we believe that usability could be improved if categories were used instead of plain concepts.
Our approach of reducing the user profile to 23 topics differs significantly from the work of Michelson and Macskassy [14] . In their work, they propose a similar approach to annotate tweets with Wikipedia articles; but instead of considering all parent categories, they traverse the category graph only '5 levels deep'; they assume that a five stage traversal is sufficient to reach categories that are general enough for a user's profile. The limitation of their assumption is that a user's classification may have an unlimited number of categories, thereby preventing profiles from having a normalized length and comparison among all items.
Abel et al. [1] presented similar strategies to enhance Twitter user profiles, however their topic-based profile is built upon topics related to different types of news events. In our work, we consider the topics (categories) of each detected Wikipedia entity, thus the categories describe a wider area of fields. Moreover, they use as knowledge base the OpenCalais 8 ontology, which is a document categorization system that mainly focuses on news events.
Finally, regarding topic graph walk strategies (see Section 3), the method proposed by Kittur and Chi [10] to relate articles to categories is very similar to our approach. The main difference is that our approach is more focused on applications and not limited to articles inside Wikis. While the authors relate one article to the top-level category with the shortest path (or more if there is more than one shortest path) to see which content is inside Wikipedia, our approach relates articles to several top-level categories. This allows us a better comparison of profiles, due to the increased number of weights for each top-level category -in our case, no topic information is discarded.
FINGERPRINTS
As explained in the introduction, we aim to compare heterogeneous objects, based on fingerprint profiles of these objects. A common approach is to create a vector space model in which each field contains a score on a particular term or category.
There are several ways for selecting the terms or categories to be used for the vector. An IR approach would be to select the most frequent terms, excluding stop words. However, as our aim is to compare heterogeneous objects, it makes more sense to use an existing and well-accepted ontology or categorization.
There are many good candidate ontologies or knowledge bases, including YAGO, WordNet 9 , and SUMO 10 . We decided to use the well established Wikipedia corpus as a semantic knowledge base. Wikipedia is arguably the most accessed reference Web site and each of the more than 4 million existing articles are manually classified by human curators to one or more categories. Additionally, categories are organized in a graph in which sub-categories reference to top-level categories. The English Wikipedia has a total of 23 top-level categories (Main topic classifications), which we use to represent a profile 11 . The creation of semantically enhanced profiles consists of three stages. During the first stage, extraction, entities are extracted from a given textual object. We first annotate the object to detect any mention of entities that can be linked to Wikipedia articles. For this purpose, we use the WikipediaMiner [15] service as an annotation tool. First, detected words are disambiguated using machine learning algorithms that take the context of the word into account. This step is followed by the detection of links to Wikipedia articles. Only those words that are relevant for the whole document are linked to articles. The goal of the whole process is to annotate a given document in the same way as a human would link a Wikipedia article.
In the second stage, categorization, we extract the categories of each entity that has been identified in the previous step. For each category, we follow the path of all parent categories, up to the root category. In some cases, this procedure results in the assignment of several top-level categories to a single entity. Following the parent categories (which are closer the root category), we compute values of distance and siblings categories, resulting in each entity receiving 23 categories' scores. In fact, there are different approaches that can be applied to walk Wikipedia's category graph. To achieve best results and accurately assign weights to each of the 23 categories, we experimented different graph walk and weighting strategies. A detailed evaluation is provided in Section 3.1.
Finally, in the aggregation stage, we perform a linear aggregation over all of the scores for a given object in order to generate the final profile.
Category Computation
We used the Wikipedia category graph for relating one article to the 23 main Wikipedia categories. The dataset we used contains 593,125 different categories. Each of these categories is linked to one or more of the main categories. Table 1 shows some statistics of the used graph.
We used two different graph walking algorithms for computing the relation of a category to the main categories. Both strategies follow a top-down approach that pre-computes main category weights for each article. The main difference between the two approaches is the size of the generated tree for each main category. The relation of an article to the main categories is based on a depth-first walk through the Wikipedia category graph: the algorithm remembers the distance from the root node, and follows only sub-category links of which the distance is larger (strategy A) or equal (strategy B ) to the current distance to the root node. Figure 1 shows a small graph that consists of a root, two top-level categories (Ti) and 5 normal categories (Ci). When strategy 'A' is applied on this graph, category T1 will contain all articles that are related to the categories C1, C2, C3 and T1. The category T2 will not be part of C1 because there exists another way with equal length from the root to T2. When strategy 'B' is used on this graph, all categories will be seen as part of T1.
By following only links that match this pattern, we make sure not to include the entire category graph (and all articles) for each main category. Additionally, we avoid loops by storing visited nodes and not visiting these nodes again. For the subcategories that are reachable through the category graph, we get the corresponding articles that belong to the categories. With this approach, we get a relation map in which every category is related to many articles and, in which most articles are related to many categories.
A basic profile (fingerprint) for an object consists of weights for all of the main categories. The final weight θ of a topic t ∈ T (top 23 Wikipedia categories) for an object o ∈ O is given by Equation 1: 
where e are the entities annotated in a given object o, c(e) are the Wikipedia categories for e ∈ oi and w is a weight given to the link between a category cj and a top-category t k . In Section 4, we define the weight used in our experiments (see Equation 2).
Resource Fingerprints
With the proposed approach, we are able to generate fingerprints for different sources of information and in different domains. This subsection explains how our approach can be applied to generate fingerprints for user-generated content, and for tags that are associated with a particular resource or user. In addition, we explore the benefits of generating fingerprints for movies (Subsection 3.2.3).
User-content Fingerprint
In the last years, social networking has become the most prominent online activity: the most popular social networks, including Facebook 12 , Twitter, Myspace 13 , aggregate over a billion users. As a result, research interest in the area of social networks has grown considerably. User modeling, link prediction, sentiment analysis, community analysis, sociology and many other areas of Web Science are examples of research fields that exploit the public (and private) data available from such networks.
User-content fingerprints are based on the contents produced by a user (in our experiments, all tweets posted by a user). In order to generate a user fingerprint we utilize the content posted by the user as the input corpus for the Extraction, Categorization and Aggregation steps. The resulting fingerprint represents the users main interests in terms of the 23 Wikipedia top categories. As a downside, the fingerprints are not detailed enough to be useful for generating recommendations or other kinds of personalization. However, this 23-size vector has the advantage that the profile is human understandable and allows for easy comparison between users.
Tag-Based Fingerprints
Another application area is the generation of fingerprints for tagged resources. Considering the associated tags of a given resource or user, we use them as input for the profiling process. In this case, instead of exploiting the whole text of a resource that inevitably introduces noise, the resulting fingerprint is based solely on entities identified by the tags.
Tags are mainly applied for describing the content of an item in order to facilitate the organization and management of the resources, and for making search and retrieval more effective [8, 20] . Additionally, tags enhance the visibility of community content by associating related items with the same annotation(s) [3] . Thus, fingerprinting items based on tags allows our approach to be applied to any folksonomy, even on those where resources do not have a textual representation (e.g. images and videos), which results in profiles that are more concise and less noisy.
12 http://www.facebook.com/ 13 http://www.myspace.com/
Text-Based Fingerprints
To exemplify text-based fingerprints, let us consider movie descriptions. Although a movie is often classified by its genre, rarely there is a content-based classification of it. In the field of movie recommendation, most approaches make use of features that are based on co-occurrence of movies with actors and genres, user ratings, contextual and temporal information, together with collaborative filtering [12] . Recommenders that exploit the actor-movie-genre network are able to provide movie recommendations that hold similar characteristics. Collaborative filtering -based on user data and ratings -is able to provide very good recommendations, but in many cases for dissimilar movies (e.g. people who liked "The Manchurian Candidate", a political thriller, may also like "A Beautiful Mind", the dramatization of a mathematician biography, even though the movies have nothing in common).
By creating fingerprints of movies, we generate sense making profiles that are solely based on the content, i.e. the movie description. Our example movie "The Manchurian Candidate" would, based on its description, have 'Politics' as its main category. The benefits of such profiles are twofold. First, the reduced representation of topics of interest is based on a well-established knowledge base that effectively aggregates the wisdom of the crowds. In this way, fingerprints are comparable among any different entity type. Second, the profiles are human comprehensible, thus, any person is able interpret a fingerprint and understand the rationale behind it.
PROOF OF CONCEPT
In this section, we describe a experiment to evaluate the quality of the profiling methods through the recognition of entities in a text.
Experimental setup
In order to validate the applicability of the profiling method, we use articles from the Wikipedia corpus itself. In Wikipedia, articles are manually annotated with categories. The idea is to utilize these categories as the input for our method (in this case, starting from stage two, Categorization) and use the output as ground truth. As a result of this profiling method, we have a 23-sized vector, representing the fingerprint of a given article, which are solely based on the article's own categories.
The validation comes with a comparison of these profiles against the ones generated by applying the whole method. Therefore, the evaluation will measure the similarity of profiles generated by the existing categories of an article against the profiles generated by the categories of articles mentioned in an article.
Given the fact that manually assigned categories are descriptive, we aim to demonstrate that it is possible to categorize textual objects through the extraction of mentioned entities. This experiment is divided in two different stages. In the first stage, we aim to show that our approach leads to a good description of the main category of an article. Therefore, we selected articles that have already been annotated with one of the main categories. This set of 1444 different Wikipedia articles is then processed based on their categories, to relate it automatically to the top categories. This experiment will show that the categories of articles men- tioned inside containing articles can be used to define the categories of the containing article.
In the second stage, we select a set of random articles from Wikipedia. With the second experiment we aim to evaluate if the categorization process leads to similar results when used with just the text of an article, or the categories directly related to an article. The set of articles contained in the set of the first article is very high in the category graph. Therefore, most of the articles in this set have very strong relations to just one of the main categories. The second set is randomly chosen and contains also articles which have strong relations to more than one of main categories. Additionally, we run the experiments using both graph walking strategies described in Section 3.1, in order to select the best performing one.
Experimental Results
The diagram in Figure 2 shows to which category articles from the different top categories are related. The diagonal line indicates that most articles from a certain top category are also classified as part of this category. Additionally, we see that there are strong relations between some of the categories. For instance, articles of the category 'Nature' are often classified with a high value in the categories 'Environment' and 'Geography'. The map was generated by using strategy 'B' together with a weighting scheme. The weighting is based on the distance of the article's categories to the root category and the probability of an article belonging to a certain top category.
There are big variances between the different categories. Categories like 'Mathematics', 'Agriculture' or 'Chronology' are relatively weakly represented. This leads to a classification in which these categories are underrepresented as well.
To achieve a more precise classification, we calculate the weight of the top categories taking into account the relative probability of an article belonging to one of the main categories. Additionally, we assume that a longer distance to 
where P (t k ) indicates the popularity of a given topcategory and δ is the distance of a category cj to the topcategory t k . To measure the performance in this experiment, we calculate the average rank of the correct main category inside the profile vector. For strategy 'A' we achieve an average rank of 2.9863 and for strategy 'B' we achieve 3.502. For the success@k we got very similar values for both strategies as shown in Table 2 . To analyze how the performance changes when taking articles which are not so high in the Wikipedia category, we performed the same experiment with articles that belong to categories one level below the top categories. Overall, this dataset contained 33,262 different articles. The results are shown in Table 3 and as we can see, the overall performances of both algorithms are still good.
Beside the analysis of articles which are close to main categories, we performed an experiment to measure how the approach works for random articles. In order to select articles that contain enough content, we only selected articles with at least 20 inlinks, 30 outlinks and a minimum text length of 1000 characters. Overall we selected 10,000 different articles and applied our categorization method once on the content of the article, and once on the categories directly related to article. Since there are not necessarily any main categories directly related to the article, we measured the performance by means of cosine similarity between the generated profile based on the content and the profile based on the categories. The results of this experiment are shown in Table 4 . As strategy 'B' performed better for random articles, we used this strategy for the remaining experiments in this paper.
TOPIC COVERAGE
As explained in the introduction, it is likely that there are differences in topic focus between Web services. In this section we use the fingerprint approach for identifying such differences in four distinct services: Flickr, Delicious 14 , Twitter and IMDb, making use of an extensive dataset. As will be discussed in more detail in the remainder of this section, overall coverage per topic is quite consistent between all systems. However, when looking at the relative coverage of each topic, it becomes clear that, for instance, 'Mathematics' has a relatively high coverage in Delicious and Twitter, butas one would expect -is less well represented in Flickr and IMDb.
Datasets
The tag-based datasets that are used in our evaluation were collected by Abel et al. [2] for the Mypes user profiling service. Flickr and Delicious data consist of tags that were assigned to resources, respectively pictures and bookmarks. In Twitter, the data consists of hashtags used in Tweets. As explained in subsection 3.2.2, these tags are the input to identify Wikipedia articles about the entities related to the resources, which on their turn were used for generating the fingerprints. For IMDb the input for generating the fingerprints was the descriptions of movies. Table 5 shows some statistics about the used datasets.
Fingerprints in different domains
We applied our profiling method to all users in the datasets described in the previous subsection. The collection of all users discriminated by each of the systems gives us an overall fingerprint for each domain (movies in the case of IMDb). All four systems receive a relative similar fingerprint profile. All have a very broad coverage in the categories 'Society' , 'Life' and 'Culture'. To make the results of the different systems easier to compare, we normalized the values based on the category with the highest coverage (in all cases 'Society').
For a better understanding of the coverage difference in each domain, we calculated the variation of topic coverage of all systems per category. Figure 3 quantifies the difference between each topic in each system and the global mean. The results show interesting aspects that uncover users' behavior and the usage of each system. For instance, Flickr is used to publish and tag pictures, many of these are tagged with locations, leading to a peak at the 'Geography' category. Other topics like 'Technology' are less covered in Flickr, but show a higher coverage for Twitter and Delicious. We also see that the graphs for Delicious and Twitter are very similar for most of the categories while the graphs for IMDb and Flickr show higher differences.
Many more differences can be observed in Figure 3 , but a detailed analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. In general, the tendencies reflect expected differences between the different services.
Topic Breakdown
The fingerprinting approach is not limited to the generic top-level categories, but can also be used for breaking down a topic. To illustrate this, we also analyzed what the coverage of deeper categories looks like. Figure 4 shows how the different systems cover the subcategories of the 'Culture' (the plots do not include all subcategories of 'Culture', only those with significant coverage or variation). A closer look at the variations of each system against the global average shows that, for instance, Twitter and IMDb have strong relations to 'Entertainment' while Flickr shows peaks at 'Cultural spheres of influence', 'Cultural history' and 'Political culture'. The highest peak in 'Cultural spheres of influence' can be explained by the fact that this category has many subcategories which are related to geography. The peak in 'Cultural history' can be explained with tags on pictures of landmarks, a very representative set in Flickr [6] .
TOPICS IMPACT
Given the differences in focus between domains and systems, it is likely that user appreciation of a tweet or a movie on a topic will be different. In other words, movies on certain topics may have a significantly lower or higher average rating in IMDb. Similarly, users who tweet on certain topics may have more or less followers than others.
Datasets
We applied our profiling method to the IMDb dataset from October 2012, consisting of over 2.3 million items (movies, tv series, etc). In total, we generated fingerprint profiles for 275,784 movies -we ignored all identified episodes descriptions of series and other items apart from movies. With the movie fingerprints, we are now able to suggest movies that deal the same topics, without the compulsory attachment of genre, actors or ratings, and that are still interesting for the user. In the movies scenario, we use ratings as a success indicator.
While for movies higher ratings arguably indicate better movies, in the Twitter-user scenario, we used the number of followers as a parameter of success (the higher the number of followers the 'bette r' the user). Obviously, there are exceptions: celebrities on Twitter get millions of followers without posting anything interesting. Lim and Datta [13] propose an approach that involves identifying celebrities that are representative for a given topic of interest. In their work, they define a celebrity as a user that has more than 10,000 followers. Given this premise, we computed the impact factor of Wikipedia topics in Twitter based on the profiles of 1776 users -from these users we had information on the number of followers (average 74.7) and there were no celebrities. The resulting impact factors for Twitter users are depicted together with IMDb impact factors in Figure 5 .
Topic-Based Movie Ratings
Arguably, ratings are the most prominent feature for recommending movies. As we have both ratings and topic weights for every movie, we can analyze the influence of topics in movies ratings.
To check the topic influence on ratings, we compute the difference between, on the one hand, the average percentages of topic distribution multiplied by movies' ratings, and, on the other hand, the average percentages of topic distribution multiplied by 6.54 (the global average of all ratings in IMDb).
To illustrate the analysis, imagine that there are 100 Technology movies and 100 Politics movies. The average distribution considering only these two categories is 50% for each. Now, let us assume that all Technology movies have ratings of 7.5 stars while Politics have ratings with 4.5 stars. By multiplying the distributions by the ratings, (100 × 7.5 = 750 and 100 × 4.5 = 450), and the average rating (100 × 6.54 ∼ = 650), and calculating the differences (750 − 650 = 100 and 450 − 650 = −200), the absolute variation of 300 indicates a 33.3% positive impact factor of Technology and a 66.6% negative impact factor of Politics. We calculated the topic impact factor based on the ratings of all movies that had at least 1000 votes -in total 16,374 movies.
The topic impact factor ω is then given by Equation 3:
where the function θ gives the weight of topic for a movie m (see Section 3) and γ is the IMDb rating of a movie m.
As depicted in Figure 5 , the topics 'Mathematics', 'Agriculture', 'Culture', 'Society' and 'Life' have a stronger negative impact on the movies ratings -or, in other perspective, movies that deal with those subjects are usually rated lower than others. These differences in topic impact largely match the variations in topic coverage, as discussed in the previous section. It should be noted that the differences in average movie rating may not be directly related to the topic per se: it may well be the case that the average movie on, for instance, 'Agriculture' is produced with a smaller budget and targets a particular audience -this in contrast to popular movie topics such as 'Law' or 'History'.
Topic Impact in Different Domains
To draw a comparison between people's interests and movie topics, we calculate the same topic impact factors for Twitter users. Not surprisingly, Twitter users tend to follow people who talk about popular topics as 'People', 'Society', 'Life' and 'Culture'. Figure 5 also shows some interesting contrasts between both domains. People like movies about 'Law', but usually do not follow people who tweet about this topic -people tend not to be fond of lawyers. Additionally, 'Chronology', 'Applied Sciences' and 'Belief' seem to be topics that produce enjoyable movies, but are great turn-offs in Twitter. 
Topic breakdown
Similar to the topic breakdown in Section 5, we apply impact analysis on subcategories of the main category 'Culture'. Figure 6 shows the impact factors for these subcategories -we only display those that have an influence higher than 1%. The chart shows interesting differences between both domains, where 'Cultural Anthropology', 'Humanities', 'Political Culture' and 'Tradition' have a positive impact for movies while in Twitter 'Arts', 'Cultural Spheres of Influence' and 'Ethnicity' provides the most positive impacts. Without going into further detail, the differences clearly show that users tend to rate movies on certain topics differently than tweets on the corresponding topics.
USER STUDY
This section presents the evaluation process used to validate our approach in terms of cross-domain recommendations. For this, we perform a user evaluation using a crowdsourcing platform to collect feedback. The goal is to compare recommendations given by the fingerprint approach against a text-based approach. The idea behind this study is to validate the usefulness of the fingerprint profiles to recommend heterogeneous resources in comparison to traditional text-based approaches. Specifically, the setup of our user study is to recommend movies that are relevant, but not necessarily directly related, to a given textual resource.
Datasets
In order to collect a useful dataset, we used the OAI-PMH protocol 15 to harvest resources that contain informative or educational content. We focus on repositories that provided an OAI-PMH target, among others 12Manage 16 , INSEAD 17 , LSE Research Online 18 . After harvesting these different open repositories, we selected a random set of documents that were written in English and that contained at least 500 characters in its description. In total, we collected 1,416 resources to undergo our fingerprint method. For the movies dataset, we used the same as described in Section 6.1, however we selected only movies that are annotated with the genre 'documentary' (31,991 in total), which are assumed to provide interesting facts on a given topic, to be rather informative and in many cases entertaining.
Approach and Baseline
In order to generate recommendations, we used cosine similarity between the fingerprints. Thus, given a learning object and its fingerprint, we rank the movies according to their fingerprint' cosine similarity. As a result, for each resource, a ranked list of 'contextualized' movies is produced. With the purpose of comparison, we also generated rankings based solely on textual similarities.
To measure the textual similarity among the resources and movies, in our study, we used MoreLikeThis, a standard function provided by the Lucene search engine library 19 . MoreLikeThis calculates similarity of two documents by computing the number of overlapping words and giving them different weights based on TF-IDF [16] . MoreLikeThis runs over the fields we specified as relevant for the comparisonin our case the description of the resource and the movies' plots -and generates a term vector for each analyzed item (excluding stop-words).
To measure the similarity between items, the method only considered words that are longer than 2 characters and that appear at least 2 times in the source document. Furthermore, words that occur in less than 2 different documents are not taken into account for the calculation. For calculating relevant items, the method used the 15 most representative words, based on their TD-IDF values, and generated a query with these words. The ranking of the resulting items is based on Lucene's scoring function which is based on the Boolean model of Information Retrieval and the Vector Space Model of Information Retrieval [17] .
User Task
We set up our evaluation on CrowdFlower 20 , a crowdsourcing platform. With CrowdFlower, we are able to reach a broad and unbiased audience to judge our outcomes. The task posted for the participants consisted of evaluating the relevance and relatedness between a resource and a movie. Each participant was presented with the description of the resource and the description of the top-ranked recommended movies (with the same descriptions as used for the fingerprinting process). After reading the descriptions, participants were asked the following two questions:
• Q1: Do you think that the suggested movie is relevant for the given document?
• Q2: In which degree the movie is related to the main topic of the document?
The responses were registered using a 5-point Likert scale model. The first question aims at measuring the quality of the movie recommendations in terms of informational value. The second one aims at uncovering the actual topic-based relatedness of a movie and a resource. These answers are not necessarily dependent: a movie may not be relevant, but still topic-wise related. For example, a document on the economical crisis in Greece is topically related to the movie 'My Big Fat Greek Wedding', but they are arguably hardly relevant for each other.
Results
In total, we had 60 participants in our evaluation. These participants evaluated 606 pairs of movie recommendations. The responses were evenly distributed between fingerprints and the text-based approach (303 judgments for each). In general, for the fingerprint-based strategy, 74% of the participants agreed or strongly agreed on the relevance of the recommendations. In contrast, the positive agreement results for the relevance of the text-based strategy sums up to only 55% (see Table 6 ). Regarding relatedness, the results turned out to be quite similar. Both strategies produced around 44% related (>3) recommendations.
To extend our analysis, we calculated the Pearson's coefficient of correlation between the first and the second question, resulting in 0.52 for the fingerprints strategy and 0.80 for the text-based. In both cases, we see a high correlation, specially for the text-based approach. The main reason is that the text-based approach is unable to capture different aspects other than explicit terms in the description. Thus, if it produces a relevant result, most probably it will also be related. On the other hand, fingerprints identify relevance without relatedness. In fact, results show that for the fingerprint approach, in 13.9% of the judged pairs, the participants stated that the movies were relevant (agree or strong agree) but not related (relatedness 1 or 2). For the opposite case, where movies were related (relatedness 4 or 5) but not relevant (disagree or strong disagree), it only happened in 1.3% of the judgments. Respectively, the numbers for the text-based approach are 7.2% and 1.3%. These numbers suggest that even though a movie is unrelated to the main topic of a document, it might still be relevant.
To summarize, the results show that the fingerprint approach produces significant (p<0.05) better recommendations in terms of relevance. Our fingerprinting approach is able to identify the context of a document (using the 23 main topic categories of Wikipedia) on a higher level of abstraction. In contrast, a text-based approach is not able to identify these general topics and relies solely on term-toterm identification. In general, text-based approaches fail to identify latent topics in rather short descriptions. Fingerprints overcome this problem by efficiently recognizing relevant and contextualized entities in the objects' descriptions.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a fingerprint-based approach for comparing different kinds of resources in different domains. Fingerprint-based profiles are created by extracting entities from free text, categorizing them into one of Wikipedia main categories and aggregating the results into one profile. We validated this approach by comparing manually assigned main categories of Wikipedia articles with automatically found categories. Fingerprint-based profiles of user content, textual descriptions and tags were used for identifying differences in topic coverage and topic impact in different domains and systems, among which Twitter, Flickr, IMDb and Delicious.
Experimental results show that the Fingerprint-based approach is able to quantify and visualize differences in focus of these systems, such as the focus of Twitter messages on recent events, with entertainment as a main interest. We also showed that certain topics receive significantly higher or lower ratings in a system. As an example, movies about agriculture usually receive lower ratings in IMDb and people who tweet about agriculture have a less-than-average number of followers. As we discussed, these tendencies need not to be caused by the topic per se.
There are numerous applications where fingerprints can be applied: assisting systems and users to disambiguate queries, to control diversity in results and to overcome language differences. Fingerprint-based profiles are especially useful in situations when apples need to be compared to oranges, a situation that is not uncommon. As an example, user profiles, which are used for recommendation and personalization, are usually specific to the domain and the system, and therefore cannot easily be applied elsewhere. Fingerprint-based profiles are less precise than regular user profiles, but provide a good basis for creating an initial interest profile in cold-start situations.
Fingerprints also provide users insight in differences in focus for different systems. For systems such as IMDb, knowledge on significant differences in user ratings per topic can be used for compensating for these differences, in order to better cater queries for specific (niche) topics or for users with a high interest in these specific topics.
To illustrate our approach, we deployed an online system 21 that allow users to generate fingerprints for Twitter users, Web resources and to browse IMDb movies fingerprints. 
